
Supporting your child with homework



Covered in this presentation:

• main findings from the homework 
review

• highlights from the approach to 
homework document

• top tips on supporting your child with 
their homework



Main findings from the homework review

We received almost 400 responses from the recent 
parent homework survey. Thank you for the feedback 
provided, this has been an integral part of 
establishing an improved approach to homework. 

You said, we did:

3 main areas for improvement based on this review

1.Improve the quality of homework completed by students

2.Support students to organise their time effectively

3.Improve communication with students and parents around 

the expectations of homework



Homework Timetable

• Students should also be encouraged to use their homework timetable 

to organise their time effectively. 

• This homework timetable details when students should complete their 

homework (not when it is set or due in).







Recording homework

• Students should record all their homework and the corresponding due date in their 
planners. This should include all homework that is set on digital platforms such as 
Microsoft Teams. 

• Teachers will be reminding students to get their planners out at the beginning of 
every lesson, regardless of whether they have homework set or not.

• Planners should be checked and signed by parents 
each week



Feedback

• Feedback can take many forms including whole class 
feedback crib sheets, homework reviews followed by peer of 
self-assessment, going through model answers at the start of 
lesson or self-marking quizzes on Microsoft Teams. 

• Students should also be encouraged to redraft and improve 
their homework where appropriate.



Parent information and communication

• Parents will be able to check the homework set in each subject by checking their 

child’s planner.

• Further information on the details of specific homework for each term should also 

be made available on the some of the subject sections of the school website.



Homework club

Homework club will be a place for students to 

complete any homework at the end of the school 

day. 

This will be open for all students and will run from 

3pm-4:15pm in the reading room and computer 

room on the ground floor at both sites. 



1. Create a time and space for your child to complete their homework

2. Build in a homework routine

3. Have conversations about homework in various subjects

4. Regularly check and sign your child’s planner

5. Check the quality of the work your child is producing

6. Check the school website for more information on homework set

7. Contact teachers with any questions you have about homework

8. Make sure your child is getting enough sleep and a healthy diet

9. Cutting down on technology

10. Parents not doing too much

What can you 
do to support 

with your 
child’s 

homework?

10 top tips



Q&A



1- Virtually
2-Face to face

3- a mixture of the two

Type 1,2 or 3 in the chat 
function

I would prefer if upcoming coffee mornings 
were held…


